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March 2021

TAKE THE TIME
I like to call and check in occasionally with our veteran members in Canada; they are Max Henning
(P-226), André Hissink (Nav/B-320), Arthur Lee-White (P-263/88) and George ‘Ole’ Olson (AG-98).
A short while ago, I called Brenda Finch, Max Henning’s daughter, to see how he’s doing; Max is
in long term care. He loves to talk of his service and his memory of those years is unfailing. Brenda
often reads ‘Dispersals’ issues to him.
We spoke of our fathers for some time and, because Brenda works in palliative care, I related an
experience with my Dad, Cy, the night before he died. Because he was failing, I was sleeping on
a cot in his room lest he needed anything. That night was very restless for him; he called me
awake numerous times for an equal number of often unusual reasons.
I was dreadfully tired when he called and asked me “who are all these people?” as he sat up in
bed. “There’s no one there, Dad.” “Yes there is, look at them.” My want of sleep overpowered
everything; I turned on the lamp to show him there was only us. “I guess I was hallucinating” he
said and laid back on his bed. He died three hours later, just after my sister Jacqui relieved me.
Since that night, I’ve read articles saying that when dementia patients speak of things unusual or
out of time, just go with them, let them talk, relive; it won’t hurt anything and helping their
conversation will likely put them at ease. And you might learn something. I’m sure it’s the same
with someone in their last hours; Brenda, with her experience, agreed.
Oh, that I had the perception to answer his “who are all these people?” with “who do you
recognize?” It may have been wonderful. As Brenda suggested, perhaps he saw friends waiting.
I don’t at all feel bad about Dad’s final night; he had opened up a lot since joining 2TAF MBA and
talking with other veterans. We had enjoyed conversations about his RCAF service; the ops; the
flak; the friends, some that he lost, others that survived with him and whom he loved. During one
of our conversations I told him he was my hero; we both cried then he said “that’s nice to hear
Dave, but it’s bad for my emotions”…and we both laughed.
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LAST POST
Harry ‘Spike’ Hughes • Wop/AG • 98 Squadron
W/O Henry (known as Harry) Hughes died peacefully at the age
of 98 on the 3rd March 2021. Born in 1922 Harry (‘Spike’ to his
mates) joined the RAF in 1940 just like his older brother Jim had
done. Sadly, Jim died on ops with 101 Squadron in Dec 1942.

Harry Hughes enjoying some off-duty
time.
Photo courtesy Adam Johnson

Harry served with 98 Squadron as a wireless operator/gunner
on B-25 Mitchells out of RAF Dunsfold, where he had been
posted with crewmates F/S R.C. Davis (Pilot), Sgt A.D. ‘Dick’
Burridge (Nav/B) and Sgt A.C. Innes, Air Gunner. They flew their
first operation 03 Sep 43, an attack by 12 Mitchells on an
installation in Eperlecques Forest.

Harry survived his aircraft (FV944) being shot down on 21 Sep 43 on only his sixth trip. They had
just completed a bombing raid on a synthetic petrol plant at Lens when their formation was
attacked over Hesdin by Fw190s. FL683 was shot down with the loss of all crew: F/O A.G.F. Atkins,
P/O S.A.R. Tanner, F/S A.R. Breakspear and Sgt S.H. Lawson. In FV944, Harry and Air Gunner Innes
sustained minor injuries; Davis and Burridge were uninjured, but the aircraft was severely
damaged. Ditching 10 miles off the French coast near Berck sur Mer, they were rescued by a
Dover Air-Sea Rescue launch. That ditching made Harry a proud member of The Goldfish Club, a
recognition awarded to any crew who survived going ‘down in the drink’; he would do it again in
December 1945 into the Irish Sea; this time in an Anson with engine trouble.
The crew would not fly again until 23 Nov 43, with a replacement Air Gunner, F/S H.D. Atkinson;
they would fly together until Harry completed his tour on 24 Feb 44. During that time, Harry flew
twice as a fill-in for absent Wireless Operator/Air Gunners in the crews of Pilots F/S J.A. Hole and
F/O P.F.C. Creeke.
Harry was proud to serve the Royal Air Force and 98 Squadron; it is rather fitting he passed at the
age of 98.

We Will Remember Them
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ESCAPING DEATH - THREE TIMES
NO TIME FOR MEDALS
Harry Hughes • Wireless op/AG • 98 Squadron

Born in Bolton Lancashire in 1922, one of eleven brothers and sisters, we
had a happy but poor childhood, although I used to enjoy the long hot
summers, and cruel hard winters, for we used to build, thick hard walls of
snow blocks, and challenge the next street gang to snow fights -wonderful
days!! We used to make our own games - top and whip, iron hoops with
handles, to run fast and guiding these was great fun. The best was making
a trolley of four old pram wheels and a plank of wood, and then steered
with a rope handle.
My brother Jim and I were on our trolley one day, when a neighbour shouted “Jim, you have won
a trip on an aeroplane” Jim was twelve years old and I was 10. What
Harry Hughes, 2020
excitement there was in the street, for
this was “Big” in our little town of Bolton.
When we arrived home, poor Jim was disappointed to hear it
was our father Jim who had won the trip, for guessing the
height of Sir Alan Cobham’s aeroplane, as it roared overhead.
Dear old Dad was only two feet wrong in his estimation!!
Little did Jim and I realise we would be getting lots of free trips
over enemy territory in a few short years. For Hitler was
already “banging on the Drum” even then, and that dear old
Jim’s life would end on December 6th 1942, only 22 years old.
His body being washed ashore in Tenby, Wales - another
Lancaster crew all wiped out, after bombing over Germany!
I was lucky enough to visit Jim at Holme-on-Spalding moor
with 101 Squadron, just two weeks before his last trip. His
crew were mostly Canadians and very friendly.
Now it was my turn to start my operational tour on Mitchell
bombers, and wondered what fate had in store for me??

Sir Alan Cobham was a WWI RFC flyer;
became first test pilot for de Havilland
Aeroplane Hire Service, and set up a
travelling Air Display in 1932.
Vintage Edition photo

As for my sister Hilda’s husband Stanley Smith, he was taken prisoner in Singapore by the
Japanese, we were both lucky to survive the war.
Jim was a wonderful brother. We always looked forward to celebrating November 5th (bonfire
day) - all the families in the street would contribute, making treacle toffee parkin (treacle cake)
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and there would be hot potatoes roasting in the fire. It was such a friendly and cheerful event,
and would go on until the last dying embers of the fire. Again, great memories.
When I was 7 years old, my dad used to send me to a house in the street with a piece of paper
and six pence old money (2 ½ new pence). I gave it to the lady who must have been 65 years old.
How could I have known that this white haired granny was the local bookie, and was regularly
fined by the police? How times have certainly changed!
I was 14 years old in 1936 and an errand boy for a grocery firm. I was shown my rounds by Alfred
Phythean, previous errand boy now promoted
to the counter. Little did we know that in 4 to 5
years he would lose his life flying over
Germany, and that I would brush with death 3
times.
I was small and rather thin, but proud of my job
as errand boy, for although the large basket
was always full, and heavy; I prided myself on
my ability to ride up the steep hills (shades of
the Hovis advert).

Hovis Bread ad guardian.com photo

My only worry was the taunting and bullying by three boys who lived near the shop. “It’s the only
job he could get” and worse taunts. They were all about my age and ready for leaving school. But
one day after hard full time on the bike they pushed me too far!! I pushed them against my bike,
which fell over, with both of them on top of it. I then faced up to the leader, and punched him
on the face, drawing blood. — I was never troubled again, but for over fifty years, I have seen his
face in my flashbacks for the poor boy was killed in the war- a soldier hero, fighting for his
country. Wouldn’t it be wonderful if we could only turn back the clocks!!
When I joined the R.A.F. in Bolton in 1940, I palled up with Tom Bell, also from Bolton and we
were posted to Blackpool on a flying course, as future Wireless op/Air gunners (WAG). When we
passed out as sergeants, we lost touch with each other, and I was shocked, and sorry to hear he
was shot down and killed, earlier on in the war. I shall never forget visiting his widow on my next
leave, as they had a cute baby girl. Tom had always been proud of his father, and wife and kiddie.
Such sad times like these in many, many more homes all over Britain. Life seemed to be flying
over so quickly!!
At the beginning of the war, whilst under training for aircrew at Blackpool, we were waiting for a
Morse code test. Then suddenly an Airman at our table started to sing “A nightingale sang in
Berkeley square” in a really posh Noel Coward type voice. It was years alter that I realised that it
was that fine English actor Denholm Elliot who also passed out as an aircrew member.
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September 21st 1943 was just another bombing run to us — our sixth trip only, but already
hardened to the hazards of war, having seen, on our third op, the plane in front of us dip at the
end of the runway and explode, with all her crew blown to smithereens.
As we flew low-level over the sea in our ‘box of six’ after our rendezvous with the fighter escort,
we knew this was to be a tougher op. - alongside a larger fighter escort — and a feeling of tension
was in the air as we zoomed high now over our target area. The flak had been more concentrated
than usual and more accurate, but our ‘box of six’ was, up to now, unscathed.
“Bombs gone” came the message we were always glad to hear from Dick, our navigator and
bomb-aimer, for we seemed to be cut off from the rest of the crew, being in the rear as WAGs.
Then it happened, just as we turned for home; “Bandits at 1 o’clock high” came the scrambled
message over the intercom, and as we were the last six to bomb we knew ‘this was it’. 20mm
cannon shells burst through the fuselage from three attacking Focke-Wulf 190’s and as the
wireless compartment cleared of smoke I could see the top gunner’s leg was shattered. Through
the porthole I noticed one engine was on fire and we were now losing height. One of our aircraft
was spiraling down in flames and, in the distance, our four other aircraft were now far away. We
were on our own, and the second attack came. This resulted in our other engine cutting out, and
we lost height rapidly — the pilot calling out “ditching, ditching”.
I sent out a hurried S.O.S. and clamped my Morse key down, and I will never forget the gunner’s
face as he beckoned me to get into my ditching position. The horror in his eyes must surely have
matched mine.
In the seconds that we were crashing
downwards, my mingled thoughts were
that Jim, my older brother, must have
gone down like this only nine months
ago. Dear, good-natured Jim.
When the nose of the aircraft hit the sea
I realised it was too late to get into the
ditching position, for I was flung
backwards when the tail hit the sea and
I momentarily blacked out. The rush of
sea-water coming through the cannon
Harry (right) with his brother Jim. Adam Johnson photo
shell holes revived me, just in time to see
the top gunner disappear through the escape porthole. After the noise and excitement of the
battle in the air, all that could be heard now was the lapping of the waves around the sinking
aircraft — and Dick’s voice, “Where are you Spike?” (That was my wartime nickname.)
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“I’m stuck with my ruddy harness” I cried out, for in panic and haste I could not release my
parachute harness, and with this on I could not escape through the porthole. “I’ll wait for you
Spike” came Dick’s helpful plea, for he knew that I could not swim.
I was standing on my wireless seat by now, the water almost up to my shoulders, still attempting
to release the harness — a harder task now, underwater — when I suddenly shouted “Mother,
please not this way”. It must have been an automatic reaction, a form of prayer to my dear
mother who was buried on my eighteenth birthday. Then I suddenly released the harness the
correct way and now seemed more clear-headed.
“Right, no use inflating my Mae West (life jacket) yet until I am clear of the hole” I thought; “Deep
breath — hold it — dive for the hole — through it — now”.
I released the valve that inflated the Mae West still under water and as I popped to the surface
— I realised to my horror that it was useless, for the tube was uncorked. But faithful Dick was
there; he just grabbed me and managed it to the dinghy, which was now about 200 yards away
with the pilot and gunner in it. The plane had sunk immediately following my escape.
After that horrifying five minutes in the sinking plane, I shall never forget the sight from the
dinghy, picturesque in its horror. Planes and parachutes dropping from the sky in this crisp, clear
September morning. Dog fights here and there. Then they came at us; three aircraft as specks in
the distance, then nearer they swooped down on us, and I remember thinking that after all we
were still going to die, for they must be ‘Jerry’. But no, they gave us the thumbs up sign from the
Spitfire leader. I wonder where those brave pilots are today, for they were low-flying heroes
alright!
Later an air-sea rescue launch picked us
up and those wonderful medical orderlies
tended us. I didn’t realise how deep my
head wound was until I saw my bloodsaturated pillow. Although my leg wound
was throbbing most.
It took us nearly two hours to get to Dover
through the minefields, and we were put
in different parts of the hospital. Although WWII Air-sea Rescue Launch. This one has been fully restored and
given sedatives for the first night I had this can be seen at the Portsmith Historic Dockyards (bmpt.org.uk) and
horribly watery nightmare, but was in August 2013 ‘Dispersals’ issue.
thrilled to hear the news on the wireless “Mitchell attacked a target in Lens; two bombers are
missing but the crew of one are safe”. Short and sweet, but that was it. Yes, it was good to realise
that I was back in old England.
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I didn’t see any of the crew again until we met at base six weeks later, when we were given
another top gunner and did another trip before we were given our 14 days survivor’s leave, and
then returned to finish our ‘ops’. We were later made members of the exclusive “Goldfish Club”.
But if any man deserved the Distinguished Flying Medal (DFM) it was certainly Dickie Burridge
(sergeant-navigator) for staying with me, knowing that he might have gone down with a sinking
plane. Yet, at this time of war, it was as my title says, ‘No time for medals’.
My second ditching occurred two years later. One week before Christmas, while
ferrying aircraft for scrapping; due to engine failure in an Anson, my pilot and I
ditched just off Douglas, Isle of Man. This time I was ready with my hand on the
Dinghy release. It was dark and the sea was rough, and raining heavily. As we
were crashing downwards the date seemed to flash before me - December 18th
1945 - exactly five years to the day I enlisted to the R.A.F. Was this an omen I
thought, as I still couldn’t swim. We managed to get into the Dinghy and start to
row to Douglas, but the rough sea made this almost impossible. The Air Sea
rescue launch eventually picked us up and were given rum and blankets were put
around us.

Goldfish club badge;
worn under the left
hand battle dress
pocket.

As I went up the jetty steps, I saw an ambulance at the top and a crowd of people;
half way up was a police man dressed in oil skins and wellingtons as it was still
D. Poissant collection
raining heavily. The amazing thing was he had his bicycle lamp between his teeth,
shining on to his notebook, making his speech guttural - like an amateur ventriloquist. Just
imagine this - the narrow jetty steps, no rail to hang on to, the sea pounding against the jetty,
and still raining heavily. The policeman did his best to ask questions. Name? What kind of
aeroplane? Where we were stationed? etc. Then he let the pilot go into the ambulance. Then he
first asked my name. “Harry” I replied. At this he burst out laughing; “another Harry” (the pilot’s
name being Harry) he said, still with his lamp between his teeth. I remember thinking at the time
- we have a right one here. Well I got the same questions and was by now feeling quite dizzy,
with the rough sea down below, and the torrential rain. Then his next question “Is there anyone
else in the sinking plane?” Speaking, I could not help my answer (as we were always ready for a
laugh being bomb happy) so I said “Anyone else in the plane?” “Yes, just my wife, but she has
been up and down three times - so forget about her”.
At this I expected him to really roar with laughter, for if he could be amused at two Harrys, what
now? Then the crunch came - “I’ll have to write her name in the book.” No illegal immigrant
would have got past him!
When I told the pilot, we had a good laugh in the ambulance, although we were still shaken, by
the ditching, and with minor bruises.
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In the second week of July in 1946 I received my “Demob” medical at 11 o’clock on the Tuesday
morning and was due to get my “civvy suit” on Thursday after five and a half years in the R.A.F.
As I should have been flying at two o’clock, Tuesday, a wireless operator had to take my place.
This was at Shawberry R.A.F station, as we were instructing Canadian personnel. About 5:30 p.m.
on Tuesday, we were playing cricket outside the huts, when someone came running across to tell
us that the aircraft I should have been in had crashed, killing all the crew.
I remember being stunned with shock at the news, after all, I had escaped death a third time, but
after all these 50 years, I will never forget the smiling face of Tony from Abergavenny, as he said
just hours earlier,“lucky guy Spike, getting demobbed”.
For Tony was my unfortunate replacement in the doomed aircraft.

Editor’s note: After searching 98 Squadron RAF Operations Records Books for Harry’s operations and
comparing with RAF Mitchell photos, I found a match to this one: RAF Mitchell II ‘VO-J’ serial no. FL700
with ‘Jane’ nose art (B-25C-NA USAAF serial no. 41-12729). Harry flew a 04 Jan 44 operation in this B-25
with Flight Sergeants R.C. Davis, A.D. Burridge and H. Atkinson.
She crashed just after take-off from Dunsfold 20 Apr 44: Sgt G.R. Davies (Pilot), Sgt D. Aldridge (Observer),
F/O J.P. Diversi (WAG) and Sgt T. Shenahan, (AG) were all KIA.
Photos compliments of Carole Jay.
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RESTORED A-20 IN ARIZONA
David Poissant

The Pima Air Space Museum in Tucson, Arizona is proudly displaying its newest exhibit, a Douglas
A-20 ‘Havoc’ restored to static display.

She’s restored from the wreckage of A-20G-25-DO ‘Havoc’ serial number 43-9436 that served
with the USAAF 5th Air Force, 3rd Bombardment Group, 89th Bombardment Squadron in Australia.
Her long rise to stardom has been watched for by Dispersals readers since Feb 2009 when our
then-UK editor Peter Jenner reported on her in the first issue of our newly-named newsletter.
Peter next reported on ‘Big Nig’ as this Havoc was originally named (hereinafter referred to as
‘Big’), in May 2010 Dispersals. At that time, the partially restored A-20 was sitting at Precision
Aerospace at Wangaretta Airport in Australia and intended for the RAF Museum at Hendon, as a
trade for one of its ‘reserve collection’ Spitfires.
She comes with an interesting history.
Built by Douglas Aircraft and shipped to Australia for the USAAF 5th Air Force, 3rd Bombardment
Group, 89th Bombardment Squadron, she was assigned to pilot 1st Lt. James L. Folse with crew
chief R.J. Campbell. Her distinctive name and nose art followed Folse’s nickname, inspired by the
character of the same name in Damon Runyon’s novel ‘Guys and Dolls’.
On 03 May 44 however, ‘Big’ was flown from Nadzab Airfield at Papua, New Guinea (PNG) by 2nd
Lt Tom Reading with Gunner S/Sgt Burke L. Cock on a strike mission against Wewak, also in New
Guinea, during which she was hit by ground fire causing an oil leak and subsequent broken
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crankshaft. Reading force-landed in kunai grass of the Bumbura fresh water swamp near
Chungrebu, in Madang Province of PNG, 15 miles behind Japanese lines. The crew were rescued
by an L-5 aircraft of the 25th Liaison Squadron. ‘Big’ was abandoned.
2nd Lt Folse named his replacement A-20G ‘Big _ II’ and a third, 43-21315 ‘Big _ III’.
Michael Claringould, a pilot, researcher and author who grew up in Papua, discovered the original
‘Big’ in 1985 with just the tip of her tail visible above the kunai grass. After the Royal Australian
Air Force investigated his findings they sent an RAAF salvage team in 1994 that used air bags to
raise the ‘Big’ wreck to the swamp surface; the nose art and name were clearly visible. An Mi-26
helicopter team lifted ‘Big’ from the swamp and transported her to Madang Airport in PNG; from
there it was shipped to Australia and put into storage at the RAAF Museum at Point Cook.

Left: RAAF salvage team work to attach air bags under ‘Big’ in the swamp • Right: The A-20 rises to the surface.

Parts of ‘Big’ were used by the RAAF in the restoration of A-20G ‘Hell’n Pellican’ (42-86786) now
on static display at the Amberly Mueum in Queensland, Australia. ‘Hell’n Pellican’ had also been
discovered in Madang by Michael Claringould and recovered by the RAAF ten years earlier.
Several souvenirs from ‘Big’ were displayed at Amberly, including the severed oil line along with
2nd Lt Reading’s flight goggles and partially filled thermos of coffee, both of which were found in
the cockpit. All those items were later moved to the Point Cook Museum, where they are today.
Late in 2004 the RAAF decided against further storage of the ‘Big’ wreck, and it was transferred
to Precision Aerospace at Wangaratta Airport, also in Queensland, where external restoration
was performed including repainting and restoration of the original markings and nose art (minus
the name) until 2009, when a deal was cut for a trade of the A-20, restored to static display, with
the RAF Museum Hendon for the Spitfire mentioned earlier. She was scheduled for delivery to
the UK by 2011. In June of 2010 inner wings were fitted, both engines were ready for installation
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the cockpit refit was about to begin when sadly, the deal with the RAF was not completed (or
withdrawn) and the A-20 remained with Precision Aerospace.
In 2018 Pima Air and Space Museum in Tucson, Arizona entered the picture, made a deal with
Precision Aerospace, picked up work where they left off, and finally repainted the A-20 in the
markings of the 89th Bombardment Squadron of the 3rd Bombardment Group of the USAAF as
it would have looked at Nadzab, New Guinea, in May 1944. She was unveiled in November, 2020.

Left: Big’s original nose art after 50 years underwater • Right: Nose art restored

Pima Air and Space Museum is one of the world's largest aerospace museums. Featuring 6
hangars, an 80-acre airfield, and 400 aircraft from around the globe.

Information for this article was gleaned from Pacificwrecks.com and Pima Air and Space Museum.
Photos are from the Pima Air and Space Museum’s Facebook page.
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USAF AIRMAN RECEIVES RCAF AWARD
David Poissant • with information from RCAF Association

On 28 Jan 2021, 22 Wing RCAF celebrated the 20-02 Air Battle Manager class’s graduation. During
the ceremony, Senior Airman Keegan Miller, from the United States Air Force, was recognized as
the top student and awarded the Papa Delta Top Student Award.
Senior Airman Miller joins an elite group of only 19 recipients
to the Papa Delta Top Student Award. Notably, he is the first
member of the United States Air Force and the first member
of the enlisted ranks to earn this accolade.

Senior Airman Keegan Miller at Papa Delta
Award presentation. RCAF photo

Senior Airman Miller joined the USAF in Jan of 2018 and is
assigned to Detachment 2, First Air Force and is assigned to
21 Squadron as a weapons director. Detachment 2 is a USAF
Air Combat Command detachment located at 22 Wing North
Bay, Ontario. The detachment consists of active duty
uniformed members including: aerospace control and
warning operators, communications personnel, personnel
specialists, knowledge operations manager, and a medical
liaison. USAF personnel are integrated into various
squadrons and directorates assigned to 22 Wing North Bay.

The Papa Delta Top Student Award was created in
2010 to honor the achievements of Retired Colonel
Patrick Dennis OMM, CD, widely recognized for his
tactical acumen in the Royal Canadian Air Force. Col
Dennis understood the vital role that controllers
play as “wingmen” and is widely regarded as an
inspiring Air Battle Manager.
Patrick is a retired Canadian Air Force colonel and
fighter controller who served abroad for over
twenty-two years, including tours as the chief of Col. Patrick Dennis (ret’d) RCAF during launch of his
operational training for the NATO Airborne Early book ‘Reluctant Warriors’. patrickmdennis.com
Warning and Control Wing in Geilenkirchen, Germany; as Canada’s deputy military
representative to the NATO Military Committee in Brussels, Belgium, and as the Canadian
defence attaché to Israel. He is a graduate of the United States Armed Forces Staff College, the
NATO Defence College, and Canada’s National Security Studies Course. Patrick is a 2TAF MBA
member and his father, Marcel, was a WWII RCAF Wireless Op/Air Gunner with 180 Sqn RAF.
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I asked Patrick about the source article and sought his blessing for this one; in his own deferential
manner, he replied:
David hello, I trust that you are staying Covid-safe. Doing our best here in Kitchener and trying to
keep a low profile.
As for the Air Force news item, I am not as well-known as you might think. Within the fighter
controller/AEC (Aerospace Controller) field, I may still have a wee bit of a reputation, one that
I’m happy to see perpetuated by the Papa Delta Award. The "initiative" was not mine of course.
When the award was first conceived in 2010, there were several deserving candidates. I was
picked and thus was born the "Papa Delta" award. I made the first presentation in 2011 and spoke
at the graduation that April in North Bay - 37 years after I had started my own formal training as
a fighter controller. As I have mentioned to many others, though, I stood on the shoulders of
giants. They inspired me, so I was happy to pass that torch along. Good to see that the flame is
still lit!
Unfortunately my father [Marcel Dennis WAG • 180] had already passed [04 Apr 2007] when the
first award was announced. Nonetheless, his own valiant service during the Second World War
was always an inspiration for me, so that in that sense, I suppose there is an indirect connection
to 2TAF. Cheers.
Patrick wrote an article (Dispersals - May 2017) on his visit to Dunsfold Aerodrome with his father.

Patrick’s website www.patrickmdennis.com

The sharp-eyed among us will have noticed the absence of Patrick’s trademark moustache; he explained
it to me as “a casualty of COVID and my wife’s relentless pursuit of smooth chops.” Ed.
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THAT BOSTON TRIP
From ‘The Adventura’ (No. 34 OTU Pennfield Ridge Newsletter) March 1944
The author was not listed

There are twenty-eight men from this unit who will never forget their “48” they spent as guests
of the Boston Bruins Hockey Club in Boston. Thirteen of the group were RAF (eight RAF lads
backed out at the last minute before departing, and weren’t they sorry?) and the remaining
number were RCAF. Certainly you must have heard from them on February 7th that is from them
who could still talk, just what a swell time they had.
Early in January, Wes Wright, the YMCA supervisor, wrote to Mr. Art Ross of the Bruins asking if
he could bring a party of men down to see a professional hockey match in Boston some Saturday.
A reply immediately came inviting fifteen.

The YMCA in the Airmen’s Club on No. 34 OTU grounds. Behind the counter are (l-r): Wes Wright, Polly Justason,
Audrey Gillespie & Dave Davidson. The ladies were local; Wes & Dave were part of YMCA War Services. PPMHS photo

By that time there were many more than fifteen already booked for the trip, so the invitation
was extended to include up to fifty; but bus accommodation could only be made for twenty-nine.
At 10.40pm Friday, February 4th, the group climbed into the special SMT [Scotia Motor Transport]
bus at the gate and were soon over the border at Calais. Wes had arranged with Customs to
facilitate the crossing, and nothing went wrong until Steinfeld almost remustered to a USA
Customs officer. While awaiting the Greyhound Bus, an impromptu concert was given in the
Yankee Customs office by Cpl Johnny Parouch, his accordion and his melody men.
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Left: Pennfield Ridge gate where the revelers were picked up by the SMT Bus . PPMHS photo
Right: US Customs Station at St. Stephen, NB/Calais, Maine border crossing. Chris Larsen photo

Not content with that performance, the group became an entertainment troupe and practiced
all the way. Dumped out by mistake at the Bus Depot in Boston, we straggled in column or
bunches for three miles or more until there, on the horizon, was the Hotel Buckminster Palace,
now taken over by the Army. It was there that Lt. Col. Brown of the 1 st Service Command had
made arrangements for us to stay. There too was Frank Ryan, of the Boston Bruins, to see we
were properly taken care of and to direct the boys, who wished to spend three hours in the
shopping centre of Boston. You might ask Sid Ledger what nice stores (a-hem) they have there.
Five forty-five and there we all were at the Hotel
Manager for a meal; and brother, what a
meal!!?? Steaks as big as a dream. Everything
was ‘on the house’. There were speeches from
Art Ross, Frank Ryan and other officials of the
Bruins; from Lt. Col. Brown and so forth. Toasts
were proposed. Parouch played. Sax Petrie and
Andy Tierny sang. Newspaper photographers
banged away with flash shots. Everybody talked.
Our boys made a big hit. What a time!
And over at the Boston Garden, before the game
started between the Bruins and New York
Hotel Buckminster in Boston, MA photo by Boston Herald.
Rangers, the announcer made a big speech about
us riding sixteen hours in a bus to see the game. He asked us to stand up, and we rose from our
swell, reserved (free) seats to be met with a storm of applause and cheers. No need to tell you
about the game. Boston won, thanks to the vocal support from Pennfield led by F/O Lockhart.
After the game it was back to the Hotel Manager to meet all the hockey players, sports writers
from all the Boston Papers and the Associated Press, and all kinds of celebrities.
Mick summed it all up on Sunday morning by saying to all and sundry, “Whizzo. Whizzo.”
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After twenty-four hours in Boston we boarded special
Greyhound buses at two o’clock Sunday afternoon. One of
the party (no names, please) kept talking about the girdle
for the little woman and how kind the saleslady was. Others
talked about other things that were just as funny. Many of
the lads kept remarking about the hospitality of the
Bostonians and the number of invitations they’d had to
return, or to spent leave at homes there. But everybody
sang when the buses made a special stop before leaving the
City. Ron Hardy took some good snaps of the group there
on the street corner with two smiling Irish cops looking
amused and a bit bewildered. We were a bit bewildered
too, what with Mike Dolan looking for his hat, Cpl Kelly
looking for a bite to eat, Harry Leather looking for a seat,
and Sgt Becker looking for a girl!
No more about the trip back, except that we made it; and
1945 Greyhound Bus ad.
in the biting cold of a dark Monday morning at Pennfield,
everybody kept thinking of the warmth of Boston. “Just like the States. Yes sir, just the same as
in Boston.” These are the passwords remaining from that trip.

Boston Garden; a sports shrine from 17 Nov ‘28 – 28 Sep ‘95 Leslie Jones collection via Boston Public Library.

Editor’s note: Many thanks to Christian Larsen, President of Pennfield Parish Military Historical
Society for allowing us to use the text of the original article from his No. 34 Operational Training
Unit Pennfield Ridge files; and his assistance in identifying people and places.
Names of airmen included in this story are in bold type. If you can tell us anything about any of
them, please drop me a note or email. Thank-you, David Poissant, Editor.
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JUNIUS LYMAN EDWARD HOKAN
Extraordinary RCAF Officer (edited)
Major Mathias Joost • RCAF History and Heritage • Feb 2021
Not many RCAF pilots can say that they flew with British ace Johnnie Johnson when he was still
developing his tactical abilities, or whose design for a navigation aid caught the attention of the
British Air Ministry, and whose final words displayed confidence and eloquence.
Pilot Officer Junius Lyman Edward Hokan was just such a unique pilot.
Junius Hokan was born and raised in St. Catharines, Ontario. Service to his country must have
been in his blood; his father had served in the First World War; Lyman William Hogan (as his
name is spelled on the enrolment document) enlisted in the Canadian Field Artillery 30 Nov 14,
and served with the 14th Battery, 4th Brigade. It was no surprise then that on 11 Nov 40, at the
age of 18, Junius Lyman Edward Hokan enlisted in the RCAF at Niagara Falls, Ontario.
Attending No. 1 Initial Training School in Toronto, Aircraftman Class 2
Hokan learned the basics of flight and, more importantly, was assessed
in the Link Trainer where he demonstrated an aptitude for flying. He
completed his initial pilot training at No. 9 Elementary Flying Training
School in St. Catharines, followed by No. 2 Service Flying Training School
at Uplands in Ottawa, Ontario, where he completed his advanced pilot
training; he was awarded his wings 08 Aug 41 and was promoted to Pilot
Officer. After two weeks of embarkation leave Hokan was sent to the
United Kingdom.
As with most RCAF aircrew who arrived in the U.K., Pilot Officer Hokan
was transferred to the Royal Air Force on arrival at No. 3 Personnel
AC2 Lyman Edward Hokan in
Reception Centre, Bournemouth. He went to No. 56 Operational
training. Photo: John S. Brehaut via
Canadian Virtual Memorial
Training Unit at RAF Sutton Bridge, Lincolnshire to learn the latest air
combat techniques; then on 18 Feb 42 was posted to No. 610 Squadron, ‘A’ Flight.
No. 610 Squadron was a pre-war RAF auxiliary squadron that had fought during the Battle of
Britain. When P/O Hokan arrived, the squadron was flying the Spitfire Mk. Vb. from RAF Hutton
Cranswick. The squadron was involved in intruder operations until April 1942, after which its role
was convoy protection and reconnaissance, operating out of RAF Ludham in Norfolk.
After learning the ropes, Pilot Officer Hokan was into the thick of the action in April. On April 27,
he was the leader of Yellow Flight on a dawn patrol with another pilot when they shot down a
Junkers JU-88 bomber off the coast of Lowestowe. He was flying as Yellow 2 on May 15 as the
wingman for Squadron Leader Haywood when he received a quarter share of a Dornier DO-217
bomber with three other pilots.
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From left, P/O Junius Lyman Edward Hokan (RCAF), Sgt S.C. Creagh (RAAF), Sgt K. Edwards (RAF)
and Sgt H. Fallon (RAF) pose with a 610 Squadron Spitfire Mk. Vb. photo: Mary Foster

After each of these two events, he was interviewed by the Canadian Press, with his story being
recounted in Canadian newspapers. Pilot Officer Hokan shot down another JU-88 east of
Yarmouth on June 22. He had also been in combat on other days and had even attacked a barge
and a gun post in early August, but no aircraft were listed to his credit. However, not all of the
squadron's missions over occupied France resulted in encounters with the enemy.
In July 1942, Squadron Leader J.E. ‘Johnnie’ Johnson assumed command of the squadron; by this
time he had already been awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross and Bar. 610 Squadron was
very much international, with pilots from Australia, Belgium, Canada, France, Norway and
Rhodesia.
On August 19, 1942, Canadian soldiers raided the town of Dieppe on the French coast. The
fighting of that day included what has been described as one of the most intense air battles of
the Second World War. Fighter Command deployed 48 Spitfire-equipped squadrons to defend
against any Luftwaffe interference, plus other squadrons to support the landings.
On the morning of the Dieppe raid, the three squadrons at West Malling began preparations for
the day's operations at 3 a.m. At 7:30 a.m., they took off – New Zealand’s 485 Squadron, the
RCAF’s 411 Squadron, and the RAF’s 610 Squadron. The squadrons flew at wave-top height across
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the Channel, and as they neared Dieppe, 610 Squadron climbed
to 7,000 feet. By this time the German air defences were awake
to the threat with about 50 German aircraft waiting for them. A
melee quickly developed where attacks on one German aircraft
had to be broken off when another German aircraft attacked. As
S/L Johnson said, “We thought of nothing but evasion and
staying alive.” The RAF flew nearly 3,000 sorties that day, and
the Germans 945. The losses were 97 Fighter Command aircraft
destroyed to the Luftwaffe's 13, according to some post-war
tallies.
In this confusion, P/O Hokan was flying as No. 3 to S/L Johnson
and, in the combat over Dieppe, Hokan was able to confirm S/L
Johnson's Focke-Wulf FW-190 kill, his eighth confirmed aircraft
destroyed. P/O Hokan then attacked a FW-190 himself with a
two-second burst on the port quarter, knocking off a large
section of the aircraft’s tail. Before he could do any further
damage, he came under attack from another FW-190 that in turn
destroyed most of the tail of his Spitfire.
Having lost sight of his wingman and being without radio
contact, “Hokey” turned for home, his flying done for the day.
The squadron diary reflected surprise that he had made it back,
considering the damage to his plane. 610 Squadron flew three
From Winnipeg Tribune 27 Apr 42.
other missions that day, but the first was the hardest. The
squadron’s final tally was three enemy aircraft destroyed and three damaged, one of which was
claimed by Pilot Officer Hokan. The squadron lost two pilots.
Lyman Hokan had other interests besides flying a Spitfire. In March he presented to the RAF's
Director of Operational Requirements a detailed set of drawings for a position-fixing device for
navigators in bombers. P/O Hokan had designed a position-finding spherant, which would give
navigators two sides of the position-fixing triangle. Where and why he was inspired to design
such a device remains unknown; perhaps his attendance at St. Catharine’s Technical School, the
high school from which he graduated, had something to do with it.
That he should work on something such as this, however, would not have been a surprise to
anyone who served with him. His evaluations during training noted that he was a quick learner
and knew more than he demonstrated and his flying abilities matched, always being described
as above average. While designs for spherants had been known for about a decade, they were
all too bulky to be used in aircraft. Yet, the British Air Ministry saw something in P/O Hokan's
design that gave them pause. They believed his contribution to the war effort would be far better
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employed developing the design than flying a Spitfire. Even after leaving 610 Squadron, he
continued to work on the design.
Events, however, intervened before he could be posted to the Air Ministry.
On August 24, Hokan was posted to 401 Squadron (401 Sqn would become part of 2 nd TAF the
following year). He had accumulated 112 flying hours with 610 Squadron in the previous six
months, and been credited with one full aircraft destroyed, one-half of another and one-quarter
of a third, plus one damaged at Dieppe. S/L Johnson described him as “a keen and reliable leader
who with more experience will make an excellent flight commander”.
Before he could begin operations, P/O Hokan had to conduct familiarization flights to become
aware of the surrounding area, and how 401 Squadron operated; he was airborne twice on 02
Sep with other pilots for squadron
formation practice. His first operational
sortie was 06 Sep, when he participated
in a fighter sweep from 5 p.m. to 6:35
p.m. On this mission, 12 aircraft from
the squadron were detailed as part of an
escort to protect 36 USAAF B-17 Flying
Fortresses bombers as they bombed an
aircraft factory at Neaulte, France.
While Blue Section engaged FW-190s,
S/L Keith Hodson's section, in which
USAAF B-17 Flying Fortress formation IWM (FRE 8365)
Hokan flew as No. 3, was able to stay
with the bombers. The next day, the squadron escorted 36 Fortresses for an attack on Rotterdam,
with Hokan again flying the No. 3 position to S/L Hodson.
On 26 Sep 42, 401 Squadron, along with 64 and 133 Squadrons, were tasked with escorting 36
Fortresses during on an attack at Morlaix. The winds, however, had increased to 160 kilometres
per hour from the north – not the 55 kmph that had been briefed. This blew the three squadrons
farther south than expected. With heavy clouds obscuring the view of the ground on the return
leg, the commanding officer of 133 Squadron believed, through dead reckoning, that he had
crossed the coast of England. In fact, the squadron was over Brest, France.
133 Squadron lost all 12 of its aircraft: 11 to anti-aircraft fire and enemy aircraft, and one had
turned back early due to engine problems and crash-landed in England. 401 Squadron continued
on course but it soon became evident that they could run out of fuel. Sixty kilometres from the
English Coast, it was too late for Flying Officer Hokan as he radioed “out of petrol, bailing out, solong boys, will see you tomorrow”. He was last seen in a gradual dive.
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Normally, squadron mates would fly over the site of the crash at sea until air-sea rescue arrived
but, given the fuel situation, this was not possible. After refueling, S/L Hodson wanted to conduct
a search but permission was denied. The RCAF waited to hear if by chance the Germans had
rescued Hokan, but there was no such luck. On 06 Nov 42, his name appeared on the RCAF
casualty list as “killed on active service.” In writing to F/O Hokan's mother, S/L Hodson noted that
her son had a great personality… who easily fit into squadron life and would be greatly missed.
On October 6, 1943, a simple service was held to mark the unveiling and dedication of a memorial
and chapel [St. George’s RAF Chapel of Remembrance] to the pilots of Biggin Hill who had given
their lives in combat. Unveiled by Group Captain A.G. “Sailor” Malan, the oak panels held the
names of more than 200 pilots, many of whom were Canadians, including P/O Hokan. His name
is also inscribed on the Runnymede Memorial, located in Surrey, west of London, England, which
records the names of British and Commonwealth air force personnel who have no known graves.

Left: plaque memorializing P/O Hokan at St. George’s RAF Chapel. Right: Runnymede Memorial, Panel 99

What makes his story doubly remarkable is that he was a Black-Canadian. When he enlisted, the
RCAF had a policy of restricting enlistment to those who were white, following a similar RAF
policy. But a recruiting officer turned a blind eye to the regulation and approved him to be
selected as aircrew. That he was commissioned upon receiving his wings was almost unique, as
other Black-Canadians were experiencing difficulty being commissioned despite their course
standing. It appears that, once he was in, the RCAF and the RAF were colour-blind. That he often
flew as an element leader shows that abilities and talent, and not skin colour, ruled in operations.
[Records indicate that P/O Hokan’s promotion to Flying Officer was completed following his
death]. As with so many young men and women, one wonders what he could have become had
he survived the war.
He was 20 years old.
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